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 CONTINUING PREPARATIONS FOR SUNDAY 
 

Dear All 

 

As ever I hope you are well, and occupied.  I am enjoying this evening’s steady light rain 

which will be ever so good for the gardens and for my allotment. 

 

Thank you to those who have indicated that they intend to be at Mass this weekend.  It is      

currently looking a little bit borderline as to whether or not we will have enough space for all 

who want to come, depending on how many turn up who have not indicated their                   

intentions.  There are two important things to say in that respect: 

 

• Indicating that you will be coming does NOT mean that you have BOOKED a 

place.   

    Booking a place carries risks of people not using their place for various reasons (such as            

    not feeling well at the last minute, or getting to the car to find it has a flat tyre) and space        

    that could have been used going to waste.  So for this Sunday we have not treated your         

    indications of intention as a booking. 

 

• Please get to church in good time as there may well be a need to queue as the stewards        

ensure everyone sanitises their hands as they go in and then take people in and seat them. 
 

Apologies in advance If we do have to turn many people away, we do have some contingency 

plans, but that will be advised to people as they are turned away.  And remember that the    

Sunday obligation is currently dispensed.  The live-stream of the 11.30am will be on YouTube 

and there are multiple opportunities during the week to come to Mass. 

 

There is some good news.  We are now advised that participating in the “Test and Trace”     

process by keeping a record of the name and contact details of everyone attending is voluntary 

for Churches.  We will not be volunteering to participate as that would significantly increase 

the time it takes to get people in to the buildings.  This means you do NOT need to give us 

contact details as you come in. 

 

After this weekend we will review how things have gone and if a different way of doing things 

is needed for next weekend we will do what ever we need to do to devise it.  Please be patient 
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and understanding with us.   We have never before had to effectively close down our buildings 

for more than 100 days, and we certainly have no previous experience of bringing the Parish 

back to active life after such a shutdown with the complications of many people still             

self-isolating for some time to come, and having no idea whether or not there might be visitors 

from other Parishes neighbouring us that are not re-opening this weekend. 

 

All members of the clergy team will be on duty at some point over the Sunday Masses, and     

Fr Peter, Deacon John, Deacon Shaun, and Deacon Martin all join me in looking forward to 

seeing as many of you as possible, and welcoming you back to active assistance at Mass and 

the opportunity to receive Our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament. 

 

Fr Gordon 

Fr Gordon Adam 
Assistant Priest, King’s Lynn Catholic Parish, and Pastor, Walsingham Ordinariate Group.  
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